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	WINDOWS SERVER 2012 is the latest incarnation of Microsoft’s successful server platform. Included

	is a new version of IIS, now in its eighth incarnation.





	IIS 8.0 isn’t the revolutionary change in architecture that IIS 7.0 was. However it offers much new

	functionality, absorbing many of the standalone add-on updates available since IIS 7.0 was released,

	as well presenting administrators with new security, scalability, and administrative features.





	For readers familiar with IIS 7.0, this book has substantial sections devoted to popular add-ons now

	baked into the product, such as the Application Request Routing (ARR) and URL Rewrite modules, as

	well as coverage of new features, such as Central Certifi cate Store and Server Name Indication support.





	For readers new to IIS, this book offers complete coverage of IIS fundamentals: the confi guration

	model, delegated administration, extensibility options, and real-time diagnostic and troubleshooting

	features that have been carried over from IIS 7.0.





	Both new and previous users of IIS can benefi t from a book covering the whole deployment lifecycle:

	architecture, installation, confi guration, and operations management. Like its predecessor, this book

	continues to stress both GUI options as well as provide alternative, automated management through

	comprehensive AppCmd and PowerShell examples.





	The authors have focused on capturing the very best of the new features in IIS 8.0 and how you

	can take advantage of them. The writing styles vary from chapter to chapter because some of the

	foremost experts on IIS 8.0 have contributed to this book. Drawing on our expertise in deployment,

	hosting, development, and enterprise operations, we believe that this book captures much of what

	today’s IIS administrators need in their day-to-day work.
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Transitional Justice and Civil Society in the Balkans (Springer Series in Transitional Justice)Springer, 2012

	Transitional Justice and Civil Society in the Balkans covers civil society engagements with transitional justice processes in the Balkans. The Balkans are a region marked by the post-communist and post-conflict transitional turmoil through which its countries are going through.

	

	This volume is intended to provide a...
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Technical Blogging: Turn Your Expertise into a Remarkable Online PresencePragmatic Bookshelf, 2012

	Technical Blogging is the first book to specifically teach programmers, technical people, and technically-oriented entrepreneurs how to become successful bloggers. There is no magic to successful blogging; with this book you'll learn the techniques to attract and keep a large audience of loyal, regular readers and leverage this...
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Rails, Angular, Postgres, and Bootstrap: Powerful, Effective, and Efficient Full-Stack Web DevelopmentPragmatic Bookshelf, 2016

	As a Rails developer, you care about user experience and performance, but you also want simple and maintainable code. Achieve all that by embracing the full stack of web development, from styling with Bootstrap, building an interactive user interface with AngularJS, to storing data quickly and reliably in PostgreSQL. Take a holistic view of...
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The C Answer Book: Solutions to the Exercises in The C Programming Language, Second EditionPrentice Hall, 1988

	
		Provides solutions to all exercises in Kernighan & Ritchie's new ANSI C book. Ideal for use with K&R in any course on C. Careful study of this answer book will help understand ANSI C and enhance programming skills. Tondo & Gimpel describe each solution and completely format programs to show the logical flow.
...
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jQuery in Action, Second EditionManning Publications, 2010

	
		A really good web development framework anticipates your needs. jQuery does more-it practically reads your mind. Developers fall in love with this JavaScript library the moment they see 20 lines of code reduced to three. jQuery is concise and readable.

	
		jQuery in Action, Second Edition is a fast-paced introduction...
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Fundamentals of Differential Equations (8th Edition) (Featured Titles for Differential Equations)Pearson Education, 2011

	Fundamentals of Differential Equations presents the basic theory of differential equations and offers a variety of modern applications in science and engineering. Available in two versions, these flexible texts offer the instructor many choices in syllabus design, course emphasis (theory, methodology, applications,...
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